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Bug' s life ant queen

English Comments Share Your Mother, Mom, or Mom (by Her Daughters)Your Majesty (by Francis) Motherly, caring, kind, courteous, forgiving Slender royal blue ant, older, blue eyes, wears a crown headdress, wears around Aphie Queen of Ant Island (formerly) To meet Hopper's demands and be free of grasshoppers (succeeded) Atta (eldest daughter)Dot (younger daughter) Flik, Circus Bugs, P.T. Flea,
Molt Hopper, Molt (formerly), Thumper, Bird Her pet Aphie, Atty's success, relaxation, Cornelious, Flik's heroism Dot tries to fly too fast (formerly), her daughters in danger, Flik lies, her colony is threatened or tortured, Circus Bugs is warriors (formerly), Hopper Crowns Atta as the new Queen Of The Same, year after year. They come, they eat, they leave. This is our party in life. It's not much, but this is our
life. The Queen is the queen of Ant Island, mother of Atty and The Dots, as well as the lead character in the 1998 Disney/Pixar film A Bug's Life. Background personality Queen is a very nice, caring man with a good sense of humor. While her daughter Atta is very stressed when she becomes queen and takes care of every detail, the Queen is more relaxed and can make fun of situations that are not very
serious. She is also kinder to Flik than most colonies, as is her younger daughter Dot. However, when she discovers Flik's deception, she admonishes him for his lies and stops Dot from following him after Atta banished him. He forgives him later, though. Appearances bug's life Queen is the ruler of the ant colony. She is an older lavender ant who is about to give up the crown to her eldest daughter,
Princess Atcie. She also reprimands her younger daughter, Dot, for trying to fly before her wings absorb. She has an aphid named Aphie, whom she loves. It also turns out that he has a possible romantic relationship with another older ant, Cornelia. When P.T. Flea arrives looking for her corpse and hits the flik's cover, she banishes them along with Flik and firmly, but kindly stops Dot from reaching Flik,
however, Flik's exile was a fatal mistake that leads to exposing herself, Atta and the entire colony in danger. The Queen is much loved by her people, so Hopper decides to teach the ant a lesson about disobedience, planning to kill her. Later, she takes part in a magical act of circus troupe to distract Hopper, in which she is placed in a Chinese office (in fact, she hid hiding under Dima's wings) and cackles,
observing the chaos that the fake bird caused among the grasshoppers. However, the plan is immediately disrupted by P.T. Flea, who has errs with the real bird and set it on fire, accidentally helping Hopper in the process. When the Queen learns of Hopper's conspiracy to kill her, she and the rest of the colony express shock and dismay, and listens to Flik's inspiring speech, accuses the horse of being
furious and from the colony, leading Hopper to be killed by a real bird and its chicks, thus ending his reign of terror and insults on the ant colony. At the end of the film, the Queen removes Atta's tiar and replaces her with her own larger crown, which means her daughter's position as the new Queen. This site uses Creative Commons licensed content from the Pixar Wiki. The list of authors can be seen in the
page revision history (see authors). As with the Disney Wiki, pixar wiki text is available under CC-BY-SA license. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Nominated for 1 Oscar. Another 14 wins &amp; 20 nominations. See more prizes » Learn more Edit At an annual rate, a huge colony of ants is forced to collect every piece of food that grows on their island for a group
of menacing grassland horses. But all this changes when an inappropriate inventor named Flik accidentally knocks over a pile of prey, thus forcing the cunning leader of Hopper's grasshoppers to force the ants to rewrite their food collection. Despite the fact that his friends do not believe him and desperate to help save the colony, Flik volunteers to go out into the world and look for a group of warrior bugs.
Instead, what he got was a talented group of circus artists. But when the grasshorses return and take control of the island, Flik must prove that he is a true hero before it is too late. Written by Blazer346 Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: Epic miniature proportions. | animation | adventure | Comedic Family Certificate: See All Certificates » Guide for Parents: See Advisory Content » Edit The bloopers
shown at the end of the movie, Princess Atta is shown cracking during her scene with Hopper, ruining the take after taking until Hopper goes to his trailer in frustration. This is a fake Julia Louis-Dreyfus known to do the same. See more » Before the royal hustle and bustle decides to send Flik away, if you look closely at Princess Atty's mouth when he says He can't spoil anything, you'll notice that the word
screw is what was animated, as opposed to the word mess. See more » [first poems] Ant #1: [gasps] No, no, no, Oh, no. Oh, no[ leaf falls in front of one of the worker ants in the food line] Ant #1: I'm lost! Where is the line? It just went away. What should I do? Ant #2: Help! Ant: We'll get stuck here forever! Mr. Glebe: Don't panic, don't panic. We are trained professionals. Now stay calm. We walk around
the leaf. Ant #1: Around the leaf? I-I-I don't think we can do that. Mr. Glebe: Oh, nonsense. It's nothing compared to the twigs of '93. See more » A Bug's Life was released theatrically in a panoramic aspect ratio of 2.39:1. The full-screen version, found on VHS &amp; DVD, has been digitally re-rendered shot by shot, moving characters and objects closer together if needed to and match them to the TV
screen 1.33:1, According to Pixar more than half of the video was converted after changes in the camera box of the camera view or movement. See more » The Time of Your Life Written and Performed by Randy Newman See more » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official website of | See more » Release date: November 25, 1998 (USA) See more » Also known as Kukaiņu dzīve See more » Edit
budgeta:$120,000,000 (estimated) US opening weekend: $291,121, November 22, 1998 Gross USA: $162,798,565 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $363,258,859 See more on IMDbPro » Pixar Animation Studios, Walt Disney Pictures See more » Runtime: 95 min DTS (Digital DTS Sound)| Dolby Digital | | SDDS Dolby Atmos Aspect Ratio: 2.39 : 1 See full technical specifications » at Characters, Bug's Life
Characters English Share Flik: Your Height, Don't You See? We could send someone who gets help! Princess Atta: Leave the island?! Queen: Oh, why didn't I think about it? Oh! Because it's suicide! – Flik and the Queen are arguing about the problem with bugs the Queen is a character in bug's life. Life Bug Queen is the ruler of the ant colony. She is an older lavender ant who is about to give up the
crown to her eldest daughter, Princess Atcie. She also reprimands her younger daughter, Dot, for trying to fly before her wings absorb. She has an aphid called Aphie, which she loves. It also turns out that he has a possible romantic relationship with another older ant, Cornelia. When P.T. Flea arrives in search of her corpse and blows in flik's cover, she banishes them along with Flik and emphatically, but
kindly stops Dot from reaching Flik, exposing herself, Atta and the entire colony in danger. The Queen is much loved by her people, so Hopper decides to teach the ant a lesson about disobedience, planning to kill her. Later, she takes part in a magical act of circus troupe to distract Hopper, in which she is placed in a Chinese office (in fact, she hid hiding under Dima's wings) and cackles, observing the
chaos that the fake bird caused among the grasshoppers. However, the plan is immediately disrupted by P.T. Flea, who has errs with the real bird and set it on fire, accidentally helping Hopper in the process. When the Queen learns of Hopper's conspiracy to kill her, she is horrified, and after listening to Flik's inspiring speech, she accuses the wildhoppers of raging and driving them out of the colony,
leading Hopper to be killed by a real bird and her chicks, ending his reign of terror and insult to the ant colony. In the Queen's last appearance, she removes Atta's tiar and replaces her with her own larger crown, officially retiring and making her daughter a new queen. The Personality Queen is a very nice, caring individual with a good sense of humor. While her daughter Atta is very stressed when she
becomes queen and takes care of every detail, the Queen is more relaxed and can make fun of situations that are not very serious. She is also kinder to Flik than most colonies, as is her younger daughter However, when he discovers flik cheating, Flik, rebukes him for lying and orders him to leave. He forgives him later, though. Bug's Life Characters Gallery Community content is available in cc-by-sa
unless otherwise noted. Notice.
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